
15 PIECE ARGAN PRESSED EYE SHADOW PALETTE -  
DAY TO NIGHT GLAM

PRODUCT SHEET
Silk Oil of Morocco’s highly pigmented Argan Pressed Eye Shadows enriched with Cold Pressed Certified Organic Argan Oil, provide flawless 
colour to instantly enhance and brighten eyes. A vast colour selection in both matte and shimmered finishes suitable for all skin tones and 
occasions. This long-wearing mineral formula blends smoothly and builds beautifully. A professional ready-made Argan Eyeshadow palette 

with a convenient magnetic backing, refillable - providing effortless application.

SUITABLE FOR: EVERY SKIN TONE
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Mica, Isoeicosane, Magnesium Stearate, Polyethylene, 
Nylon-12, Boron Nitride, Polyisobutene, Zinc Oxide, 

Zea Mays Starch, Lauroyl Lysine, Caprylic/Capric 
Triglyceride, PTFE, Lecithin, Synthetic Wax, Silica, Zinc 

Stearate, Argania Spinosa Kernel Oil*, Dimethicone, 
Tocopherol, C12-14 Isoparaffin, C13-16 Isoparaffin, 

C13-15 Alkane, May Contain +/- CI 77491, CI 77492, 
CI 77499, CI 77891, CI 77289, CI 77007, CI 77742, 

CI 77266, CI 75470, CI 77163, CI 77288, CI 15850, CI 
45370, CI 77510, CI 42090, CI 45410, CI 19140, Tin 

Oxide. *Certified Organic. Contains Nut Oils

INGREDIENTS

1) For single colour application use the brush to 
apply chosen eye shadow to the entire eyelid. Use the 
brush to pat rather than brush across the lid to ensure 
product longevity and coverage.
2) For triple colour application use the brush to 
apply the lightest colour first to the inner corners 
of the eyes as well as a light sweep just below the 
eyebrows. Use the medium shade next and pat from 
the middle of the eyelid out to the corner of the eye. 
Lastly using the darkest shade, to contour the eyelid. 
Start at the outside corner of the eye and lightly 
sweep up and around the center of the eyelid crease. 
Keep the colour intensity darkest along the lash line 
and fade out moving upwards

DIRECTIONS OF USE

• Cold Pressed Certified Organic Argan Oil
 • Vitamin E

 • Zinc Oxide
 • Mica

 • Highly Pigmented Quality Colours

KEY INGREDIENTS

Recyclable

PACKAGING MATERIAL
12 months after opening. 24 months unopened

EXPIRY DATE/SHELF LIFE

•  Infused with Cold Pressed Certified Organic Argan Oil
• Smooth mineral formulation
• Highly pigmented colour
• Blends and builds beautifully
• Long-wearing
•  Offered in ready-made palettes with convenient magnetic 

backing providing an effortless application and refill option
•  Select from a vast colour selection available in matte and 

shimmer finishes suitable for all skin tones

BENEFITS

* SELECTED  
COLOURS  
ONLY

All Silk Oil of Morocco Cosmetic Products
Silk Oil of Morocco Makeup Brushes

Silk Oil of Morocco Argan Defining Mascara
Silk Oil of Morocco Argan Eyeliner

Silk Oil of Morocco Argan Fibre Lash Mascara Kit

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

7
OTHER



FAQS
WHAT SIZES ARE AVAILABLE?  
PAN SIZE 3g Net Wt. 0.10 oz.  
PALETTE : 15 X 3g Net Wt. 1.58 oz.

ARE THE ARGAN PRESSED EYE SHADOWS MATTE OR SHIMMER FINISH? Please refer to the argan pressed eye shadow colour chart on the 
website as silk oil of morocco offer both matte & shimmer finishes based on the colour selection.

WHICH IS THE BEST SILK BRUSH TO APPLY THE PRESSED EYE SHADOW? Blending is key to avoid sharp lines and to achieve a soft gradient 
colour. A variety of silk eyeshadow and blending brushes can be used.

KEY INGREDIENTS
•  Cold Pressed Certified Organic Argan Oil - (Argania Spinosa Kernel Oil) is obtained from the fruit kernel of the Argan Tree. Rich in Vitamin E, 

antioxidants, omega-6 and omega-9 essential fatty acids all of which assist in keeping skin nourished and hydrated

•  Mica & Magnesium Stearate - to provide light reflection. Mica is a naturally occurring group of silicate minerals and is used to impart a sparkly white 
appearance to cosmetics giving a shimmer effect

• Isoeicosane – provides a satiny feel to skin

• Nylon- 12 – used as an absorbent and assist in providing mattifying properties

• Caprylic/Capric Triglyceride – a gentle moisturiser

• Silica - derived from mineral and can help with absorbing moisture and acts as an anticaking agent

• Vitamin E - (Tocopherol) acts as an antioxidant and can assist with skin conditioning

• Quality Cosmetic Colour Pigments - including Iron oxides are used as colourants to provide colour that can enhance and brighten eyes
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CAUTION: Contains Nut Oils. It is recommended to always review the full ingredients lists and conduct a patch test prior to using the product for the first time- apply a small amount to a 
discreet patch of skin, like the inside of your arm. If any signs of redness or skin irritation occurs, do not use. 
Vegan and cruelty-free products are made without meat, eggs, dairy or any animal or animal-derived ingredients, and, they are not tested on animals at any point in the production process. 

PRODUCT CODE: 
OMC018-DTNG
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POP - SHIMMER - OMC017-CI 
Pop is A natural highlight shade perfect for everyday brightening. 
Suitable for all skin tones. Apply Pop to the inner corner, cheek 
bone, brow bone & any high points of the face to enhance your 
natural glow. For body use, lightly brush Pop along any points of 
the body you wish to accentuate (shoulders, Clavicle, Collar Bone 
etc.

VEGAN

FRIENDLY

DEEP APRICOT - SHIMMER - OMCBSDA 
Deep Apricot is a warm-tone peach. For eyeshadow application, 
brush Deep Apricot over the upper lid and through the crease for 
a peachy transition shade. For cheek application, smile and then 
continue to apply Deep Apricot to the high points of the cheeks, in 
an upward motion. Also add a touch of Deep Apricot to the tip of 
the nose and forehead for a sun kissed completion.

AUBERGINE - MATTE - OMC018-AUB 
Aubergine is a deep matte purple. Apply Aubergine to the outer 
corner of the upper eye lid for a Deep Smokey eye with a twist. 
Brush Aubergine along the waterline of a Smokey eye look for 
extra effect.

VEGAN

FRIENDLY

LATTE - MATTE - OMC018-LA 
Latte is a gorgeous Matte Brown. Ideal for a transition or base 
shade. Apply Latte all over the lid as a transition shade and to 
prime the lid prior to your eyeshadow application for flawless 
finish.

VEGAN

FRIENDLY

RAVEN - SHIMMER - OMC018-RA 
Raven is a stunning black shade with a small hint of shimmer. 
Apply Raven to the outer corner, of a deep eye look for a fierce 
Cat eye look. Use a wet angled brush to use Raven as a smoky 
eyeliner.

CREAM - MATTE - OMC017-CRE 
Cream is the ultimate highlight shade for fair-medium skin tones. 
Great for helping to control oil and shine production. Apply Cream 
all over the lid to prime the lid prior to your eyeshadow application 
for flawless finish.

VEGAN

FRIENDLY

RAINBOW PEACH - MATTE - OMCB34RP 
Rainbow Peach is a warm-tone peach. For eyeshadow 
application, brush Rainbow Peach over the upper lid and through 
the crease for a peachy transition shade. For cheek application, 
smile and then continue to apply Rainbow Peach to the high 
points of the cheeks, in an upward motion. Also add a touch of 
Rainbow Peach to the tip of the nose and forehead for a sun 
kissed completion.

COCOA - SHIMMER - OMC018-COC 
Cocoa is a deep chocolate brown shade with small hint of 
shimmer. For Eye application, pat Cocoa into the outer corner 
and along the lower water line for a chocolatey Smokey eye look. 
Cocoa can also be used as a contour/ bronzer shade for deeper 
skin tones. For cheek application, apply Cocoa under the cheek 
bones and anywhere on the face in which you wish to create a 
shadow.

TAUPE - MATTE - OMC017-TAU 
Taupe is a light, Matte cool-tone brown shade. Ideal for a 
transition or base shade. Taupe is the perfect transition shade 
for any deep eye look. Apply Taupe along the upper eye lid and 
all throughout the crease for a flawless finish. Taupe can also be 
used as a contour/ bronzer shade for light-medium skin tones. 
For cheek application, apply Taupe under you cheek bones and 
anywhere on the face in which you wish to create a shadow.

VEGAN

FRIENDLY

HOT CHOCOLATE - SHIMMER - OMC018-HC 
Hot Chocolate is a deep shimmery brown shade. With gorgeous 
specks of gold glitter flakes. For eyeshadow application, brush 
Hot Chocolate throughout the outer corner of the eye lid for a 
brown Smokey eye.

DOVE - MATTE - OMC018-DO 
Dove is a pure Matte white. For eyeshadow application, apply 
Dove into the inner corner of the eye lid for an instant brightening 
effect. Dove is also a perfect base shade for eye looks featuring 
bright colours like yellow or pink.

VEGAN

FRIENDLY

RICH ROSE - MATTE - OMCA15RR 
Rich Rose is a matte cool-tone rose pink. For Eyeshadow 
application, apply Rich Rose all over the eye lid. Pair this with 
one of our Highlight shades for a stunning, subtle Pink Glow. For 
cheek application, smile and then continue to apply Rich Rose 
to the high points of the cheeks, in an upward motion. Also add 
a touch of Rich Rose to the tip of the nose and forehead for a 
sunkissed complexion.

ROYALTY - SHIMMER - OMC018-RO 
Royalty is a stunning Copper bronze Shimmer shade that exudes 
luxury. Royalty adds a great pop of gleam and warmth to any eye 
look. For eye application, pack royalty onto the lid of your eye, 
over a lighter shade to add flare to any subtle eye look. Royalty is 
also a perfect body bronzer and bronzer shade for medium-dark 
skin tones. For cheek application, apply Royalty under your cheek 
bones. For a stunning naturally sun kissed look, apply Royalty 
across the clavicle and over the shoulders.

VEGAN

FRIENDLY

ALMOND - ALMOND - OMC018-ALM 
Golden Coral is a warm-tone peach. For eyeshadow application, 
brush Golden Coral over the upper lid and through the crease for 
a peachy transition shade. For cheek application, smile and then 
continue to apply Golden Coral to the high points of the cheeks, in 
an upward motion. Also add a touch of Golden Coral to the tip of 
the nose and forehead for a sun kissed complexion.

VEGAN

FRIENDLY

MOCHA - MATTE - OMC018-MOC 
Mocha is a stunning deep matte brown. Densely pack Mocha into 
the outer corners of the upper lid for a deep Smokey eye. Do the 
same along the lower lash line for a cohesive eye look. Mocha 
can also be used as a contour/ bronzer shade for deeper skin 
tones. For cheek application, apply Mocha under the cheek bones 
and anywhere on the face in which you wish to create a shadow.

VEGAN

FRIENDLY
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